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Primrose Hill Primary School Weekly Newsletter 

A busy week continuing with our planning for after half term. Thank you for your lovely messages of support. 

We appreciate you and your encouragement as we get things sorted. Let’s see what the Prime Minister has to 

say next week! Robin. 

Everyone’s a scientist this half term 
with the Francis Crick Institute 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Become a scientist for a week this half term with the 

amazing online Discovery Week from the Crick.  

From 25th - 30th May we will be surprising and 

inspiring you and your family with something new every 

day. With crazy crafting, kitchen challenges and the 

chance to meet our brilliant scientists, as well as lots of 

resources that you can download to keep you busy. 

In every daily task there is a hidden clue for you to hunt 

down! Keep hold of these and by the end of the week 

they will reveal the golden word, and you will have a 

chance to win great prizes, including a £50 Amazon 

voucher. 
 

Check out the Discovery page and tune in every day at 

11am for the activities on our website  

www.crick.ac.uk/discoveryweek or Instagram 

(@thefranciscrickinstitute) ! 

#discoveryweek #everyonesascientist 

Virtual Meeting 

All of us at Primrose Hill were so looking forward 

to seeing and speaking to our children this week. 

Unfortunately, we have had to postpone the Google 

meetings for the time being due to technical difficulties. We 

are working with Camden IT to resolve these issues whilst 

exploring other possibilities and will let you know when this 

has been resolved. Thank you for your patience with this - will 

be in touch after the half  term break!  

Eid Mubarak  
To all our Muslim families who will be celebrating Eid, which 

will mark the end of Ramadan, we hope you 

managed to enjoy your time together during this 

incredibly challenging situation. 

Due to the coronavirus many families have spent 

the month unable to visit mosques for communal 

prayer or their extended family and friends.  

As difficult as this must have been, we are confident that you 

will be able to enjoy your Eid celebrations with one another. 

Nursery Applications for September 2020 
We are processing the nursery application for 2  year olds. If 

you have applied for a place in our school and you are eligible 

for the free 15 hours, please ensure you apply through Local 

Authority, Camden at the Free Entitlement Team on the link 

below: 
https://forms.camden.gov.uk/cus/servlet/ep.app?ut=X&type=8483944589
5&auth=204  

 Any issues, please contact Ilirjana or Lyra in the office. 
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My beloved child, Veridian 

I am regretful and in utter sorrow and regret. I left you behind along 

with your mother for my machine, the key to every greedy man’s desire, has the power to turn anything into solid gold. But the price is high 

for the machine to work as it runs on memories. The more stronger and emotional the memory the stronger the effect of the device. I am 

the one who killed your mother, it was the ravishing beast inside me. If you were to take over the experiments of my work then you one 

day you will abandon your daughter just like I did to you. Leave the place as a rumour; an old abandoned workshop with a machine that can 

turn anything into gold. The last wish I‘ll ever wish is to have your forgiveness.    

From Your father, the Alchemist. 


